Eligibility criteria & national priorities

Germany

- Financial support is provided according to national funding procedures: will be published soon

- Topics
  AI, Software engineering, digitalisation and SW intensive embedded systems/CPS, data-driven systems, process & system simulation, usability, SW reliability, quality & safety, parallelization & distributed systems…

- Domains
  Mobility, automation, health & medical engineering, services, energy & environment

- Only strong German sub-consortia with e.g. LE, SME, universities and/or research organisations can be funded.

- German partners must submit a project summary (in German) to DLR by the deadline of PO submission.
Funding outlook

Germany

• 12 Mio. € dedicated budget per year for ITEA 4 + Eureka Joint Cluster Calls
• Project proposals will be selected according to innovation level and business potential
• Main evaluation criteria:
  – Innovation, social needs
  – Quality of the proposal, technological & business potential
  – Consortium, partner qualification, project management
  – Milestones and KPIs
  – Dissemination and exploitation, market potential
  – Added value of European cooperation
  – Fulfilment of recommendations from PO phase
Contact details

Germany

- DLR Project Management Agency

  Maren Dietrich and Irene Gerharz
  itea@dlr.de
  +49 30 670 55 8346

  Website for more information:
  www.pt-sw.de/de/itea.php